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Noise Figure of a Balanced Amplifier
Akif Alperen Coskun , Student Member, IEEE, and Abdullah Atalar, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Noise figure expression of a balanced amplifier built
with lossy divider and combiner and two imperfectly noisematched component amplifiers is derived analytically using the
method of noise waves in terms of the noise parameters of the
amplifiers. We present analytical expressions for the three noise
parameters of the balanced amplifier. We show that a low-noise
amplifier optimized to be used as a stand-alone amplifier is not
the optimum choice for the component amplifiers of a balanced
amplifier. The derived expressions can be used to choose or
optimize the component amplifiers.
Index Terms—Balanced amplifiers, noise temperature, noise
figure, noise parameters.

I. I NTRODUCTION
TYPICAL communications receiver’s front end consists
of a low-noise-amplifier (LNA) [1] preceded by a bandpass-filter to eliminate out-of-band signals. For proper operation, the filter requires a well-defined termination impedance,
typically 50 . On the other hand, the LNA’s noise optimized (noise-matched) input impedance [2] is usually different
than this value. Both requirements can be satisfied if two
identical LNAs are combined in a balanced amplifier configuration, since a balanced amplifier provides a well-defined input
impedance (typically 50 ) in a wide frequency band [3].
This configuration has the added benefit of higher linearity
(or higher third-order intercept point) [4], [5]. Moreover, lossy
networks needed in single amplifiers for stabilization purpose
may be eliminated all together, since component amplifiers
experience a 6-dB higher return loss from the source and
load sides. A balanced amplifier has higher reliability, since
the balanced amplifier will continue to work with a reduced
performance when one of the component amplifiers fails. On
the negative side, the addition of a power divider network at
the input introduces extra loss and hence degrades the noise
performance [6].
The noise performance of an ideal balanced amplifier was
investigated and was shown to be independent of the phase
of the source reflection coefficient [7]. The effects of the loss
as well as the imbalances of the baluns on the noise figure of
the balanced amplifier are investigated assuming the amplifiers
have a perfectly matched input (infinite input return loss) [8].
While circuit simulators can be used to determine the noise
performance for any circuit for a given source impedance, the
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results are difficult to interpret for optimizing the design. An
analytical expression is more useful in that regard. An exact
analytical expression for noise figure of a balanced amplifier
was given in [9] for a special case (perfectly noise-matched
amplifiers and lossless divider) without a derivation. The same
work also gave the approximate noise figure expressions of the
balanced amplifier using an imperfect divider with perfectly
noise-matched amplifiers. In this brief, we provide analytical expressions of the noise figure and noise parameters for
the case a balanced amplifier using imperfectly noise-matched
amplifiers and a lossy divider, while presenting all the steps
of the theoretical analysis using the noise wave method. We
show that the expressions are useful in the optimization of
amplifiers.
II. N OISE F IGURE OF A S TAND -A LONE A MPLIFIER
The noise figure of a stand-alone amplifier, FA , can be written in terms of its source reflection coefficient, s , and its three
noise parameters: the optimal source reflection coefficient, o ,
the minimum noise figure, Fm , and the normalized equivalent
noise resistance, rn .1 When s = o , the noise figure equals
Fm . rn is a factor showing how fast the noise figure degrades
when s = o given by [10]
FA = Fm + 4rn

|s − o |2
.
(1 − |s |2 )|1 + o |2

(1)

The three noise parameters are typically determined using
noise figure measurements at least at four different source
impedance values [11]. The accuracy can be improved, if more
measurements [12] are taken.2
Many amplifier manufacturers specify only the noise figure
of an amplifier under s = 0 condition, without specifying
the noise parameters. Obviously, the noise figure alone is not
sufficient information. If o is zero, the noise figure depends
on the magnitude of s , but not on its phase. On the other
hand, if o is not zero, the noise figure is also dependent on
the phase of s . With given value of o , the worst case noise
figure, FAmax , is obtained, if s and o have a phase difference
of 180o :
FAmax = Fm + 4rn

(|s | + |o |)2
.
(1 − |s |2 )|1 + o |2

(2)

showing the importance of having |o | = 0.
1 For consistency, r ≥ (F −1)/(4Re{(1− )/(1+ )}), must be satisfied.
n
m
o
o
Re{} is the real part operator.
2 Modern network analyzers find the noise parameters using seven measurements with seven known source impedances.
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Fig. 1. A balanced amplifier built using 2-way 0◦ power dividers and two
identical component amplifiers. Noise waves generated are also shown.
Fig. 2. A noisy divider (a) is equivalent to a noiseless version of divider
with outgoing noise waves at all its ports (b).

III. N OISE F IGURE OF A BALANCED A MPLIFIER
Suppose that we use two identical component amplifiers,
two lossy 2-way 0◦ power dividers/combiners and two lossless quarter-wavelength transmission lines to build a balanced
amplifier as depicted in Fig. 1. S-parameters of the unilateral
amplifiers (SA ) and the lossy two-way divider (Sd ) all specified
with respect to Z0 are assumed to be in the form
⎡
⎤



0
−j −j
α⎣
i 0
−j
0
0 ⎦
SA =
, Sd =
(3)
A 0
2 −j
0
0
where −10 log(α) is the ohmic loss of the divider expressed
in dB. A real-life power divider has finite isolation and imperfect match at its ports and it may have an amplitude and a
phase imbalance. All these parameters have small but statistically random amplitude and phase, varying from sample to
sample. Hence it is difficult to model a real power divider for
the purpose of optimizing the balanced amplifier noise figure.
We determined the full expression of noise figure [9] for the
most general case using a symbolic computational package,
but it is too long to be useful as a guidance.3 We prefer to
approximate the divider in the idealized form of (3) for the
purpose of obtaining a simple analytical expression useful for
design. Besides, attenuation (α) is the only accurate parameter
of a real divider.
To find an analytical expression for the noise figure, Fb , of
a balanced amplifier, we determine the total available output
noise power in 1 Hz bandwidth (No ) and divide it with available output noise power caused by the available noise from
the source (Ns ) in the same bandwidth:
Fb =

No
GA Ns

(4)
Ns =kT0

where GA is the available gain of the amplifier. The noise temperature of the source impedance must be kept at the standard
noise temperature of T0 = 290o K.4 We assume that the available gain of the amplifier, GA , is sufficiently high so that the
output combiner does not contribute significantly to the output
noise. To determine the output noise we utilize the method of
noise waves [10], [13], [14].
A noisy n-port network can be replaced with the noiseless
version of the network and outgoing noise waves (bni ’s) from
3 Numerical evaluation of that expression showed that amplitude or phase
balance of divider have a small effect on the noise figure.
4 F = SNR /SNR
out is a more common definition used in communication
in
textbooks. Many textbooks neglect to mention the condition that the input
noise temperature should be at T0 = 290o K, leading to errors or confusion
among students and unexperienced engineers.

Fig. 3. A noisy amplifier (a) is equivalent to a noise-free amplifier with
a voltage and a current noise source at its input (b) or that with two noise
waves at its input (c).

all its ports as demonstrated in Fig. 2 for a 2-way divider.
When the network is passive with internal components at the
standard noise temperature of T0 , the correlation matrix of
noise waves, Cs , can be written as [15]
Cs = kT0 (I − SS† )

(5)

where S is the S-parameter matrix of the n-port and the dagger
indicates the conjugate transpose operation.
For the case of 2-way divider, the correlation matrix of the
noise waves, Csd , is found from (5) as
⎤
⎡
|bn1 |2
bn1 b∗n2 bn1 b∗n3
Csd = ⎣ b∗n1 bn2
|bn2 |2
bn2 b∗n3 ⎦
∗
∗
bn1 bn3 bn2 bn3
|bn3 |2
⎡
⎤
1−α
0
0
1 − α2
− α2 ⎦. (6)
= kT0 (I − Sd Sd † ) = kT0 ⎣ 0
α
0
−2
1 − α2
Here, diagonal elements show the power of the noise waves,
while the off-diagonal elements represent the correlation
between the waves.
A noisy amplifier can be represented by a noise-free amplifier and two (partially correlated) noise sources at its input:
A voltage noise source of en and a current noise source of in
as shown in Fig. 3(b). These noise sources can be written in
terms of the noise parameters of the amplifier in the form of
a correlation matrix as [16]



∗
Fm −1
|en |2 en i∗n
rn
2 − rn Y o (7)
=
4kT
0
Fm −1
e∗n in |in |2
rn |Y o |2
2 − rn Y o
where Y o = (1−o )/(1+o ) is the normalized optimal source
admittance. The noise sources can be replaced with incoming
and outgoing noise waves (See Fig. 3(c)) at the input of the
amplifier represented by an and bn (with Z0 =1) [13]
an = −

en + in
2

and

bn =

en − in
.
2

(8)
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N4 = N6 = CA (2, 2)|T4 |2
3
4rn
2α
|A|2 ,
= kT0
−
F
+
1
|
|
(18)
m
s
2
|1 + o |2
N5 = (Csd (3, 3) + CA (1, 1))|T5 |2
4rn |o |2
α
α
|1 − αs i |2 |A|2 . (19)
= kT0
+ Fm −
2
2
|1 + o |2
Since some noise sources are correlated, we need to include
the cross-correlation terms as well [14]. These are

Fig. 4. Signal flow graph of the balanced amplifier showing the noise wave
excitations.

Hence, we can write the correlation matrix in wave representation as


|an |2 an b∗n
CA =
a∗n bn |bn |2


rn |1 − Y o |2 + Fm − 1 −rn (1 − |Y o |2 − 2jbo )
= kT0
−rn (1 − |Y o | + 2jbo )
rn |1 + Y o |2 − Fm + 1
⎡
⎤
4rn |o |2
4rn o
+
F
−
1
−
m
2
2
|1+o |
⎦.
= kT0 ⎣ |1+o | 4rn  ∗
(9)
4rn
− |1+ o|2
−
F
+
1
m
|1+ |2
o

o

If o = 0, the off-diagonal terms in CA are zero, indicating
that an and bn are uncorrelated. On the other hand, for o = 0,
there is a correlation between these noise waves.
A signal flow graph [17] of the balanced amplifier is given
in Fig. 4. The quantities at the excitation nodes correspond to
the available powers of noise waves.
The available gain of the balanced amplifier between input
(node 0) and output (node 7) is given by
GA = α 2 |A|2 (1 − |s |2 )

(10)

which includes the effect of source impedance mismatch.
Transfer function, Ti , from the excitation node i to the output
node 7 are found by Mason’s rule [18]:
T1 = js αA,

(11)
α
T2 = −jT3 = −(1 + αs i )
A,
(12)
2

α
A,
(13)
T4 = −jT6 = −js α
2

α
T5 = −(1 − αs i )
A.
(14)
2
We find the noise power contributions of six noise sources at
the output as [14]


(15)
N1 = Csd (1, 1)|T1 | = kT0 (1 − α)α |s A| ,
α
2
2α
2
|1 + αs i | |A| ,
N2 = Csd (2, 2)|T2 | = kT0 1 −
2
2
(16)
2
N3 = CA (1, 1)|T3 |
4rn |o |2
α
= kT0
+ Fm − 1 |1 + αs i |2 |A|2 , (17)
2
2
|1 + o |
2

2

2

N25 = Csd (2, 3)T2 T5∗ + Csd (3, 2)T5 T2∗
α 2 |A|2
= −kT0 (1 − α 2 |s |2 |i |2 )
,
2
∗
∗
N34 = CA (1, 2)T3 T4 + CA (2, 1)T4 T3
4rn α 2 |A|2
= −kT0
Re{(1 + αs i )s∗ o },
|1 + o |2
N56 = CA (1, 2)T5 T6∗ + CA (2, 1)T6 T5∗
4rn α 2 |A|2
= kT0
Re{(1 − αs i )s∗ o }.
|1 + o |2

(20)

(21)

(22)

Using the identities
|1 + z|2 + |1 − z|2 = 2(1 + |z|2 ),
(23)
1 − 2Re{z} + |z|2 = |1 − z|2 ,
(24)

and (15)–(22), the noise figure, Fb = 1 + N/(kT0 GA ), of
the balanced amplifier can be written as


1
2
2
2
1
−
α
F
Fb =
|
|
(1
−
|
|
)
m
s
i
α(1 − |s |2 )
|o |2 + α 2 |s |2 |1 − i o |2
(25)
+ 4rn
|1 + o |2
For the special case of i = o = 05 and a lossless divider
(α = 1), the noise figure expression of (25) reduces to
Fb = Fm + 4rn

|s |2
1 − |s |2

(26)

which is the same as the noise figure expression of the single
amplifier given in (1) with o = 0. If the divider is lossless
(α = 1), the amplifiers are perfectly noise-matched (o =
0) and but the amplifier input impedances are not matched
(i = 0), Fb is equivalent to the noise figure expression given
in [9]:
Fb = Fm + 4 rn + Fm

|s |2
|i |2
.
4
1 − |s |2

(27)

IV. N OISE PARAMETERS OF THE
BALANCED A MPLIFIER
By rearranging (25), we can find the three noise parameters
of the balanced amplifier, ob , Fmb and rnb , as
ob = 0
|o |2
1
Fm + 4rn
Fmb =
α
|1 + o |2

(28)
(29)

5 Not a realistic assumption, since noise-matching and input-matching of
amplifiers cannot be attained simultaneously.
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TABLE I
N OISE F IGURE AND N OISE PARAMETER C OMPARISON

rnb =

Fm
rn |o |2 + α 2 |1 − i o |2
1 − α 2 (1 − |i |2 ) +
4α
α
|1 + o |2
(30)

Fig. 5. Maximum and minimum noise figures of balanced amplifiers as a
function of |s |, |o | and |i |, as the phase of all complex variables are varied.
Component amplifiers have Fm = 1 dB, rn = 0.15. The resulting range of
noise figure for the component amplifiers is also shown for comparison.

Hence we have
|s |2
.
(31)
(1 − |s |2 )
Equation (28) indicates that the optimal source impedance for
a balanced amplifier is Z0 and the noise figure Fb is independent of s phase [7]. This is consistent with the approximate
∗ where S
formula given earlier [9]: ob ≈ S11
11 is the reflection coefficient of the divider at port 1, which in this analysis
is assumed to be zero.
For the purpose of verification of the formulas, two commercial circuit simulators6 are used. Table I is a comparison7
of the results obtained for three cases.
A balanced amplifier can also be built using a 3-dB hybrid
coupler (or a Lange coupler) with a wider bandwidth. The
results given are also valid for such a balanced amplifier, if
the S-parameters of the lossy hybrid coupler with a perfectly
terminated fourth port can be defined as a three-port network:
⎡
⎤

0
−j −1
α⎣
−j
0
0 ⎦.
(32)
Sc =
2 −1
0
0
Fb = Fmb + 4rnb

V. D ISCUSSION
Since the terms |1 + o |2 and |1 − i o |2 of (29) and (30)
depend on the phases of the reflection coefficients, the two
noise parameters are also dependent on the phases of i and
o . When o gets larger, Fmb is degraded and rnb is increased
for most cases, especially if i is large. Inspection of (29)
and (30) indicates that keeping o real and positive and ∠i =
−∠o is the optimal choice for the noise performance.
Fig. 5 shows the range of noise figures of a balanced amplifier as a function of |s |, |o | and |i |, as the phase of these
variables are varied. The noise figure increases as these variables are increased. The same graphs also show the limits of
6 AWR (v. 12) from AWR Corp. (http://www.awrcorp.com) and ADS (v.
2016.01) from Keysight Technologies (www.keysight.com).
7 When  is a complex number, ADS calculates F and r values incors
m
n
rectly, while giving the correct result for Fb . We used s = |s | for ADS to
calculate Fm and rn .

the noise figure for a single amplifier when the phase of s
is changed. In spite of the lossy divider, the noise figure for a
balanced amplifier can be smaller than that for the component
amplifier, if |o | is large or if |i | is small.
The expressions (29)-(31) are approximately true also for
imperfect dividers as long as |S11 | of the divider is small.
An example simulation of an imperfect divider centered at
1.8 GHz is shown in Fig. 6, which is used to build a balanced
amplifier. The component amplifiers operating at the same frequency utilize the low-noise PHEMT transistor ATF-38143
giving a gain of 14 dB. Fig. 7 displays the simulation results
for the relevant parameters of component amplifiers. The same
figure also compares the noise figure and noise parameters of
the balanced amplifier as obtained from the simulator and the
analytical expressions. The worst case noise figure defined by
Fbmax = Fmb + 4rnb

(|s | + |ob |)2
(1 − |s |2 )|1 + ob |2

(33)

with exact values found by simulator is also plotted. Fmb and
rnb are estimated well. With an imperfect divider we have the
∗ [9], hence 
approximation ob ≈ S11
ob is not exactly zero,
resulting in more error in Fb .
If a balanced amplifier uses component amplifiers with minimized FAmax given by (2), an optimum Fb is not obtained,
since the minimization of i is disregarded. Fb can be optimized using (31) as the goal function to be minimized during
the design of component amplifiers. One should use the
expected value of α and |s | (e.g., −9.5 dB) in the expression. This will ensure that both o and i are minimized with
the correct weighting. The proposed approach is the best that
can be done even when an imperfect divider is used, since
the small amplitudes and random phases of remaining parameters of the divider can not be specified. The worst case noise
figure, Fbmax , of the balanced amplifier given by (33) using
an imperfect divider will be somewhat larger than the noise
figure predicted by (31). Using a better divider with a small
|S11 | reduces the difference.
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minimized in a simulator is the optimal approach to design or
choose a component amplifier. To reduce the degradation in the
noise figure, a high performance divider (or a hybrid coupler)
with low loss and good matching at the ports —especially at
the input port, should be used.
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Fig. 6.
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Fbmax with |s | = −9.5dB.
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